Refinement, strength, delicacy, persistence
The pureness of Chardonnay for a unique experience in search of the nature through its own
senses.
Revì “drinks a toast” to a “newcomer” at the end of its 30th year of activity. Paladino is born; it is
the first Trento Doc wine, which is obtained from organic grapes, the result of much work,
experience, passion, attention, care, and respect for the nature.
During the years, the developed experience in the sparkling process’s field and the passion for the
vine, for the grape and for the wine have driven Revì to continue the testing of new products and
toresearch the quality and the best expression of the territory of Trentino.
Thinking about the greatness of our territory, the company has become
aware that the life in harmony with the environment -which encircles
us -and to enjoy fully of the presents -which it gives and it will give us
every day- would have been possible only thanks to a care and an
unconditional respect for the nature.
For this reason, the idea to increase with Paladino/Paladinourown
range of Trento Doc wines, which we however produce every day with
the utmost attention and with care for the wellness of the consumer
and of the whole ecosystem.
Paladino/Paladin: “a knight of high nobility and value…defender,
protector of someone or something…”
The name, which we chose for this new Trento Doc wine, wants to
remark the thought and the philosophy that have guided the Revì
company to the realization of this product.
Paladino/Paladin Trento Doc wine is entirely composed of Chardonnay
organic grapes, which are cultivated with the utmost respect for the
nature in a vineyard that is situated about 700 m above sea level. Here
the vines are cuddled by the warmth of the sunlight and combed by the
fresh mountain breezes. We skilfully obtain an excellent wine from the
pearls of Chardonnay that these vines offer us.
Paladino/Paladin Trento Doc wine immediately impresses for its fine sparkle that comes up
brilliant in the glasses, and in addition for the intensity of its scents, that are fruity and floral. Some
very definite notes of mineral stand out and recall the rocks and the protuberances of the
mountains of Trentino.

The mouth is enveloped by a very fine silk, which disappears and introduces pleasant, intense,
never- aggressive aromas and scents and a good tastiness. The already dry month holds the sweetsmelling scents of a wine, which we will remember.
Paladino/Paladin does not want to be only a wine but a project, a philosophy that aims to the
respect for the nature and for the environment.
For this reason, the attention for the planning and the realization ofaparticular packagingcannot
miss: it is extremelyrespectful for the environment where we live.
An elegant bag in natural cotton, which you can reuse as a pouch or in order to serve your bottles
in a precious fabric that can function as drop-stop, replaces the classical carton packaging.
The metal capsule, which is usually situated on the bottleneck, disappears. Instead of it, we use
the leaves, which envelop the ears of corn, tied by a wicker: a twig of willow tree that is used in
order to tie the vine-shoots to the stakes.
It is important to underline that these elements are both completely biodegradable, because they
are vegetable products, which are born from the chlorophyll photosynthesis thanks to the removal
of carbon dioxide from the environment.
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